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Welcome   to   Math   and   the   Mastery-Centered   Math   Classroom       Math   at   St.   Rita   School   in   the   7th   and   8th 
grade   involves   the   �ipped   classroom.      Students   will   also   have   the   option   to   work   ahead   at   a   faster   pace! 
Learning   in   the   mastery-centered   math   classroom   is   di�erent.      Students   will   have   to   prove   mastery   of   a 
lesson   before   moving   to   the   next   section.   Let’s   break   down   some   of   the   di�erences   between   this   class   and   a 
more   traditional   math   class: 
 
Flipped   Classroom       Students   will   take   math   notes   on   videos   created   by   me   -   instead   of   taking   them   as   a   class 
together.   Students   will   have   the   opportunity   to   pause,   rewind,   and   rewatch   the   notes.   Students   are    not 
expected   to   simply   watch   a   new   video,   answer   a   few   questions,   and   have   the   material   mastered   immediately. 
By   taking   the   notes   and   completing   a   few   practice   questions,   students   can   be   prepared   with   questions   and 
ready   to   tackle   the   concept.      Class   time   will   be   devoted   to   providing   students   with   the   practice   opportunities 
needed   and   time   to   ask   questions   in   order   to   master   the   material. 
 
Chapter   Guides       All   students   will   be   issued   a   Chapter   Guide   detailing   the   essential   questions,   objectives, 
required   practice,   optional   practice,   mini-assessment,   and   assessments.  
 
Required   Practice   (Homework   Grade)       For   each   section,   students   will   be   required   to   complete   the   video   notes,   a 
selection   of   questions,   and   the   warmup   questions.   Students   will   have   access   to   the   step-by-step   answers   for 
each   of   these   “Required   Practice”   items.   The   goal   is   to   gain   mastery   of   the   concept   before   attempting   the 
mini-assessment   questions.  
 
Optional   Practice    If   students   make   mistakes   on   the   required   practice,   they   are   strongly   encouraged   to   correct 
their   mistakes   and   completion   of   optional   practice   is   encouraged.   They   can   ask   a   classmate   or   me   for   help. 
Or,   if   a   student   does   not   feel   ready   to   take   the   mini-assessment   and   feels   more   practice   is   needed,   students 
can   attempt   optional   practice   items.   Answers   are   provided   for   these   assignments   as   well.  
 
Mini-Assessment   (Formative   Grade)    Once   a   student   is   ready,   they   will   solve   the   mini-assessment   questions. 
Answers   are   not   provided   for   these   questions.   When   completed,   students   will   take   this   assignment   directly   to 
me   for   immediate   grading.   Students   are   expected   to   hit   100%   mastery   on   checked   questions.   If   100%   mastery 
is   reached,   I   will   initial   their   Chapter   Guide   and   students   can   move   on   to   the   next   section.   If   100%   mastery   is 
not   reached,   students   will   be   required   to   correct   their   mistakes   and   possibly   complete   a   certain   number   of 
questions   from   the   optional   practice   section   to   continue   their   mastery   of   a   concept.  
 
Once   mastery   is   reached,   I   will   keep   these   papers   in   a   folder   for   each   student.   By   having   the   goal   of   mastery, 
students   are   more   likely   to   look   at   the   concepts   to   truly   learn   them   instead   of   just   getting   the   work   done.   The 
quality   of   learning   will   increase   and   better   prepare   students   for   high   school   and   beyond! 
 
Assessments   (Summative   Grade)    Every   chapter   has   an   end   of   Chapter   Test.   Many   chapters   also   have   a 
Mid-Chapter   Test.   The   best   way   to   study   is   reviewing   the   chapter’s   materials   and   completing,   correcting,   and 
studying   the   practice   tests.   The   practice   tests   often   provide   examples   of   what   to   expect   on   the   actual   tests. 
 
Math   Grading   Scale 
Summative 60% Mid-Chapter   and   End   of   Chapter   Tests 
Formative 30% End   of   Section   Mini-Assessments 
Homework 10% Required   Practice:   Notes,   Warmup,   Homework   Questions 
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Self-Paced    Option       Students   will   have   the   option   to   work   ahead   of   the   teacher-led   pace.   Each   student   will   be 
issued   a   monthly   calendar   broken   down   by   section   number,   as   well   as   the   work   to   be   completed   In-Class   and 
At-Home   for   each   day.   This   is   the   minimum/required   pace   of   the   class.   It   is   the   same   pace   if   I   were   to   assign 
homework   and   classwork   on   a   day-to-day   basis.   The   di�erence   is   you   have   it   in   advance!   If   students   wish   to 
work   ahead,   they   may   do   so.   If   students   wish   to   maintain   simply   the   required   pace,   they   may   do   so. 
 
Assessments       Mid-   and   Chapter   Tests   may   be   taken   on   or   before   the   “Last   Day”   as   labeled   on   the   calendar.  
 
Class   Time       Class   will   begin   with   a   critical   thinking   question   and   prayer.   The   rest   of   the   class   will   be   time   for 
students   to   work   toward   the   mastery   of   the   concepts.   Students   will   be   required   to   have   their   Chapter   Guides 
on   their   desks   throughout   the   class   so   I   can   check   the   progress   throughout   the   class.   I   will   be   checking 
regularly   to   ensure   every   student   is   completing   the   required   work   on   time.   Email   noti�cations   will   be   sent   and 
0’s   or   INC   (incomplete)   entered   into   the   gradebook   if   the   required   work   is   not   completed.   The   minimum 
required   pace   must   still   be   maintained,   just   as   it   would   in   a   more   traditional   classroom.  
 
The   classroom   will   be   busy.   Students   will   be   allowed   to   collaborate   on   the   required   practice   but   must   be   able 
to   solve   the   questions   independently   as   well.   I   will   be   walking   around   the   room,   answering   questions, 
checking   mini-assessments,   having   mathematical   conversations,   and   ensuring   everyone   is   on   task.   I   will 
provide   every   student   with   exactly   what   he   or   she   needs   to   be   successful   while   fostering   independent 
learning   skills. 
 
Homework       All   students   are   expected   to   be   working   20-30   minutes   a   night   on   math.   Together   with   40   to   60 
minutes   of   class   time,   students   will   have   ample   time   to   complete   the   assignments. 
 
Absent   Work/Vacations/Snow   Days          Students   are   expected   to   maintain   pace,   even   when   out   of   the 
classroom.   It   is   very   clear   what   work   is   expected   to   be   completed. 
 
What   happens   if   a   student   completes   all   of   the   Chapter   Guides   before   the   end   of   the   year?    Additional 
guides   and   calendars   will   be   individually   created   to   continue   the   learning!   Work   will   still   be   expected   to   be 
completed   in   a   timely   matter.   If   a   _____   student   �nishes   early: 

● 7-3   On-Level:   Student   will   complete   chapters   of   Pre-Algebra.   In   theory,   if   a   student   is   incredibly 
successful   in   7-3,   this   could   open   the   window   to   entering   Algebra   I   next   year.   The   chapters   of 
Pre-Algebra   are   designed   to   �ll   in   any   potential   gaps   between   7-3,   7-4,   and   8-4. 

● 7-4   Pre-Algebra:   Student   will   begin   a   few   chapters   of   Algebra   to   get   a   head   start   on   next   year!   The 
student   will   then   start   eighth   grade   wherever   he   or   she   left   o�. 

● 8-3   On-Level   :   Student   will   begin   Algebra   to   even   better   prepare   for   high   school. 
● 8-4   Algebra:   Student   will   begin   some   Geometry   prep   for   high   school. 

 
Individualized   Learning    Every   student   needs   a   di�erent   level   of   support.   The   goal   is   to   truly   give   every   child 
exactly   what   he   or   she   needs   to   be   successful.   With   an   eye   on   mastery,   students   can   no   longer   “hide”   in   the 
room   hoping   not   to   be   called   on.   In   being   required   to   work   with   me   on   every   concept,   students   should   be 
able   to   learn   math   at   a   high   level   and   master   the   concepts. 
 
Questions   and   Communication       For   both   parents   and   students,   this   style   of   teaching   is   di�erent;   however,   it 
has   proven   to   be   successful.   Students   can   come   directly   to   me   with   any   questions.   Parents   can   call   or   email 
and   I   will   be   happy   to   work   together   to   answer   your   questions. 
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Examples   of   Monthly   Planning   Calendars 

                   
 
Examples   of   Chapter   Guides 
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7th   Grade   Mathematics   (7-3)   Curriculum 
This   is   the   standard   7th   grade   mathematics   course. 

WORKBOOK:   Glencoe   Math,   Course   2 

 

This   course   focuses   on   four   critical   areas: 

1. Developing   understanding   of   and   applying   proportional 

relationships; 

2. Operations   with   rational   numbers   and   working   with   expressions   and 

linear   equations; 

3. Solving   problems   involving   scale   drawings,   geometric   constructions, 

and   surface   and   and   volume;   and, 

4. Drawing   inferences   about   populations   using   statistics. 

 

Below   is   the   pacing   plan   for   the   year. 

Please   note   this   pacing   is   flexible   to   adjust   to   student   needs. 
Quarter   1       Ratios   and   Proportional   Reasoning,   Percents,   Integers 

Quarter   2       Rational   Numbers,   Expressions,   Equations 

Quarter   3       Inequalities,   Geometric   Figures,   Measure   Figures 

Quarter   4       Probability,   Statistics 

8th   Grade   Mathematics   (8-3)   Curriculum 
This   is   the   standard   8th   grade   mathematics   course. 

WORKBOOK:   Glencoe   Math,   Course   3 

 

Students   who   excel   in   this   course   should   be   prepared   to   achieve   in   high 

school   math. 

 

This   course   focuses   on   three   critical   areas: 

1. Formulating   and   reasoning   about   expressions   and   equations,   including 

modeling   an   association   in   bivariate   data   with   a   linear   equation,   and 

solving   linear   equations   and   systems   of   linear   equations; 

2. Grasping   the   concept   of   a   function   and   using   functions   to   describe 

quantitative   relationships;   and, 

3. Analyzing   two-   and   three-dimensional   space   and   �gures   using   distance, 

angle,   similarity,   and   congruence,   and   understanding   and   applying   the 

Pythagorean   Theorem. 

 

Below   is   the   pacing   plan   for   the   year. 

Please   note   this   pacing   is   flexible   to   adjust   to   student   needs. 
Quarter   1       Real   Numbers,   Equations   in   One   and   Two   Variables 

Quarter   2       Equations   in   Two   Variables   and   Functions,   and   Triangles 

Quarter   3       Pythagorean   Theorem,   Transformations,   and   

                                                            Congruence/Similarity 

Quarter   4       Volume,   Surface   Area,   Scatter   Plots,   and   Data   Analysis 

7th   Grade   Pre-Algebra   (7-4)   Curriculum 
This   is   the   accelerated   math   course   for   the   7th   grade.   

TEXTBOOK:   Glencoe   Math,   Accelerated:   A   Pre-Algebra   Program 

 

This   course   di�ers   from   the   standard   7th   grade   course   in   that   it   contains 

content   from   8th   grade.      While   coherence   is   retained,   in   that   it   logically 

builds   from   the   6th   grade,   the   additional   content   when   compared   to   the 

standard   course   demands   a   faster   pace   for   instruction   and   learning. 

 

This   course   focuses   on   four   critical   areas: 

1. Apply   and   extend   previous   understandings   of   operations   with 

fractions   to   add,   subtract,   multiply,   and   divide   rational   numbers; 

2. Use   linear   equations   and   systems   of   linear   equations   to   represent, 

analyze,   and   solve   a   variety   of   problems   and   analyze   proportional 

and   linear   relationships; 

3. Compare   two   data   distributions   to   address   questions   about 

di�erences   between   populations   and   begin   informal   work   with 

random   sampling   to   generate   data   sets   and   draw   inferences;   and,  

4. Create,   compare,   and   analyze   geometric   �gures   to   solve   real-life   and 

mathematical   problems   involving   angle   measure,   area,   surface   area, 

and   volume. 

 

Below   is   the   pacing   plan   for   the   year. 

Please   note   this   pacing   is   flexible   to   adjust   to   student   needs. 
Quarter   1       Language   of   Algebra,   Integers,   Rational   Numbers 

Quarter   2       Powers   and   Roots,   Ratios,   Proportions,   Similar   Figures,   

                                                            Percents 

Quarter   3       Algebraic   Expressions,   Equations   and   Inequalities,  

                                                            Linear   Functions 

Quarter   4       Statistics,   Probability,   Geometric   Figures 
 

 

8th   Grade   Algebra   I   (8-4)   Curriculum 
This   is   the   accelerated   math   course   for   the   8th   grade. 

TEXTBOOK:   Glencoe,   Algebra   I 

 

This   course   di�ers   from   the   standard   8th   grade   course   in   that   it   contains 

content   from   8th   grade   and   Algebra   I.      While   coherence   is   retained,   in   that   it 

logically   builds   from   the   7th   grade,   the   additional   content   when   compared 

to   the   standard   course   and   a   high   school   course   demands   a   faster   pace   for 

instruction   and   learning. 

 

This   course   focuses   on   �ve   critical   areas:  

1. Work   with   quantities   and   rates,   including   simple   linear   expressions   and 

equations; 

2. Learn   function   notation   and   language   for   describing   characteristics   of 

functions,   including   the   concepts   of   domain   and   range; 

3. Use   regression   techniques   to   describe   relationships   between   quantities 

and   use   graphical   representations   and   knowledge   of   the   context   to 

make   judgments   about   the   appropriateness   of   linear   models; 

4. Strengthen   their   ability   to   see   structure   in   and   create   quadratic   and 

exponential   expressions,   and   create   and   solve   equations,   inequalities, 

and   systems   of   equations   involving   quadratic   expressions;   and, 

5. Explore   distinctions   between   rational   and   irrational   numbers, 

considering   quadratic   functions,   comparing   key   characteristics   of 

quadratic   functions   to   those   of   linear   and   exponential   functions. 

 

Below   is   the   pacing   plan   for   the   year. 

Please   note   this   pacing   is   flexible   to   adjust   to   student   needs. 
Quarter   1       Expressions,   Equations,   Functions,   Linear   Equations 

Quarter   2       Linear   Functions,   Equations   of   Linear   Functions,  

                                                            Linear   Inequalities,   Systems   of   Linear   Equations 

Quarter   3       Systems   of   Linear   Inequalities,   Exponents,  

                                                            Exponential   Functions,   Quadratic   Expressions   and  

                                                            Equations 

Quarter   4       Quadratic   Functions   and   Equations,   Radical   Functions,  

                                                            Geometry   and   Equations,   Statistics   and   Probability 
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